In numerous mid-seventeenth-century domestic-interior paintings, such as Pieter De Hooch’s *Man Handing a Letter to a Woman in the Entrance Hall of a House* (1670), the foreground activity typically includes mothers with children, female handwork, festivity, the delivery and reading of letters, and so on. Compelling studies have characteristically focused on the paintings’ foregrounded domestic interactions and have examined overarching iconographic themes, characteristic pictorial constructions of individual painters, and other interpretive issues. They have concluded that the domestic-interior figures model either appropriate or transgressive behaviour in order to reinforce the moral status quo. Mothers, children, and servants have been discussed in the context of Calvinist dictates regarding gender roles, and political parallels have been drawn between the good home and the good state. Some of the foreground scenes have generated multiple, even conflicting interpretations. Proper, improper, and sometimes morally ambiguous endeavors on display in the paintings would have spawned lively conversation among viewers. Because artists mostly sold their genre scenes on the open market, pictures with varied readings broadened their appeal for an array of possible buyers.

In contrast, the backgrounds of a remarkably large number of domestic-interior paintings that include street views through open doors and windows have received little attention. In passing, some studies have concluded the outdoor scenes represent the city or the world, an assumption that has not been contested. One analysis considered certain views through an open door or window as pictorial conceits or technical conventions that suggest depth. This study, however, examines the background street views through the unexplored interpretive lens of the neighbourhood, rather than the city or the world.

Various new categories of secular imagery emerged in seventeenth-century Dutch art at the same time neighbourhoods strongly impacted daily life. The confluence of novel imagery with the prominent role of neighbourhoods distinguishes the Dutch art market from that of other early modern European cities in which neighbourhoods thrived. Those communities produced no comparable pictures. Dutch demand for finely painted secular subjects in this period, including domestic interiors, resulted in large part from the economic boom spurred by global trade from 1646 to 1672.
In an interpretive binary, art historians have identified street-facing doors and windows as the borderline that are either latched shut within a window casing or unlatched and rotated inward and to the side. In either position, neither curtains nor shutters block the view through the "open window." They position helps connect the neighborhood (background) and the foreground below echoes that of the foreground seated figure. In combination, the foreground open window that frames a distant archway, additional house fronts and exhibit typical neighborhood social exchange. Turned slightly toward each other, they face in the direction of the foreground space.

A small half-length female figure appears in the distant window, just to the upper left of the men. Her attentive curiosity and perusal of the neighborhood below echoes that of the foreground seated figure. In combination, the watchful women and child, and the men who chat on the street manifest the glimpses and glances that, in turn, typically fuelled neighborhood gossip.

De Hooch drew further attention to the adjacent neighborhood through the foreground open window that frames a distant archway, additional house fronts, and a second tree. Within the compositional field defined by the window’s casing, a small pinhole in the shaded upper right side of the far-off archway marks the painting’s vanishing point. He signed and dated the picture on the foreground windowsill, which draws further attention to that threshold.

The lack of scholarly focus on background street scenes in domestic-interior paintings stems from the presumption that a firm boundary distinguished private from public spheres in Dutch art and society. In an interpretive binary, art historians have identified street-facing doors and windows as the borderline...
Figure 1. Pieter de Hooch, *Man Handing a Letter to a Woman in the Entrance Hall of a House*, 1670. Oil on canvas, 68 × 59 cm. Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum. On loan from the City of Amsterdam (A. van der Hoop Bequest). Photo: Rijksmuseum.
Figure 2. Gerard ter Borch, *Curiosity*, ca. 1660–62. Oil on canvas, 76 × 63 cm. New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art. Photo: Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY, USA/Bridgeman Images.
between the private female domain of the home and the public male province of the street. As a result, scholars’ analyses of the domestic-interior paintings have focused on the foreground female figures and activities and have neglected aspects of the paintings that do not fall within that domain.

More recently, however, some historians of early modern women’s studies and gender relations, and early modern Netherlandish science and technology, have resisted the notion of binary divisions between private versus public space. They have characterized a transition, intersection, or both between the two spheres. Similarly, this study argues that the domestic-interior paintings under discussion belie finite spatial, social, and gendered boundaries. Rather than an impenetrable barrier, open doors and windows represent the liminal intersection and interdependent well-being of a household and its neighbourhood.

The first of four subsections to follow will characterize the pertinent social history, sociology, and historical ethnography of the Dutch neighbourhood as a newly revealing context in which to examine the paintings under discussion. The daily lives of almost all Dutch urban dwellers were embedded in the neighbourhood that served as the bridge, rather than boundary, between home and street. The paintings that reference domestic ties to neighbourhood membership, discourse, and community may have functioned to affirm and perpetuate neighbourhood customs and culture for owners of paintings and other viewers. The pictures modeled and helped shape the mores of official neighbourhood organizations at the same time additional aspects of the paintings may have addressed other related or unrelated issues of the day.

Drawing upon germane design history of domestic architecture and household furnishings, three subsequent subsections will notably demonstrate that artists most frequently chose to showcase the voorhuis, the domestic front room, and certain characteristic fixtures. Together, the voorhuis and particular fittings facilitated residents’ casual and purposeful perusal of the neighbourhood. To explore these topics, the first of three subsections will focus on paintings that feature the domestic front room and the significance of the setting itself.

Voorhuis street views drew the attention of men, women, and children. However, social commentary focused on females in such roles, which the voorhuis subsection will also examine. Drawing upon the relevant history of gender roles, gendered spaces, and moralizing prescriptions, discussion will highlight ambivalent attitudes toward women who watched neighbourhood activity from the front room. The second of the three subsections will detail the design and prominent function of the voorhuis door in paintings, as well as in actual neighbourhood discourse. The third will illuminate the key role played by the voorhuis open window in those same contexts.

The impressively large number of paintings with a street view through voorhuis open doors and windows invites further investigation. Influenced by market demand, artists made choices to depict that setting so often. Alternatively, they could have represented closed doors, curtained, or shuttered windows, or omitted doors and windows altogether, which occurred much more rarely. The latter option existed, as seen in paintings by Gerard ter Borch, including Curiosity (ca. 1660–62) which lacks both a door and a window, and any reference to the neighbourhood. | fig. 2 | Darkness fills most of the domestic...
interior occupied by three elegantly dressed women, who gather beside a small table. A hallmark of many Ter Borch paintings, the luminous satin dress worn by the figure on the left commands the viewer’s attention and raises interpretive questions about her allure.\(^\text{10}\)

The Dutch Neighbourhood as Interpretive Context

The requisite discussion that follows sheds light on relevant aspects of the social history, sociology, and historical ethnography of neighborhood social exchange, an unexplored interpretive context in which domestic-interior paintings will be further examined below. Like any interpretive lens, the neighbourhood does not provide an exclusive or exhaustive framework in which to understand every facet of such scenes. However, the required membership, regulations, colourful discourse, communal identity and honour experienced within the neighbourhood provide a revealing context in which to explore the street views through open doors and windows.

Although individual neighbourhoods differed in certain ways, this study focuses on the larger purpose, goals, organization, and characteristics that they all shared. The paintings under discussion engage with those broad tenets. Relatively small differences that may have existed among neighbourhoods are not at issue in the interpretation of the paintings. Minor distinctions among neighbourhoods did not affect the main goals and functions, which they shared. Although this study examines paintings produced by artists from several urban areas, discussion does not focus on city-centric artistic characteristics. Instead, I consider the ways in which pictures from various urban communities share an engagement with the neighbourhood.

In actual daily life, passersby, members of a household, and visitors engaged in unspoken and spoken communication that passed easily in both directions between home and neighbourhood and invigorated subsequent chitchat and rumours. At an open door or window, as seen in De Hooch’s *Man Handing a Letter to a Woman*, residents collected and gauged all kinds of news from the inconsequential to the momentous that impacted individual and communal honour (see fig. 1). Because the honour of the entire neighbourhood depended upon the unsullied honour of its individual members, residents had an incentive to stay aware of news about each other. Neighbours’ invited and uninvited intervention in each other’s lives fostered personal and professional relationships, satisfied curiosity and meddlesome inclinations, and generated the chatter and consequences inevitably integral to social control in the tightly framed communities.\(^\text{11}\)

Individual and communal honour ideally functioned as a means to assure social stability by establishing clear boundaries of roles and status. However, “the people’s honour games”—also referred to as the “honour trade” (*Ehrenhändel*) in German scholarship or “the daily negotiation of honour” (*erehan†el*) in Dutch studies—could also be subversive by pitting neighbours against each other. Thus, in reference to one’s reputation, the sociologist Pierre Bourdieu coined the term the “social capital” of honour and posited the following: “the interest at stake in the conduct of honour is one for which economism has no name, and which has to be called symbolic, although it is such as to inspire actions which are very directly material.” Michael Grenfell elaborated


on Bourdieu’s notion of “social capital” as established network relations and social exchange independent of economic profit that are designed to engender honour, good will, and reciprocity.  

In a similar vein, the historian Martin Dinges described honour as “symbolic capital.” One’s reputation, that is, the social or symbolic capital of honour, could be amassed on behalf of oneself, one’s family members, and the neighbourhood, to be drawn upon for socioeconomic advantage. A resident’s supportive testament on behalf of a neighbour, who had been maliciously accused of wrongdoing, could draw on the latter’s reputation or character. “Symbolic capital” of honour afforded a unique form of social control that could trump other bases on which disputes might be settled.  

Contemporary Dutch plays address the circumstances that fostered curiosity about neighbourhood news and subsequent matter. In Gerbrand Adriaensz. Bredero’s Klucht van de Molenaar (1613), for example, a character advises: “Remember that a decent woman must watch out equally / For the rumours as for the deed. You know the quick evil tongues.” In G.C. van Santen’s Lichte Wigger. Op t’spreekwoord: Siet: de hoeren en de kan Maken menig arrem man (part 4), 1617, a young woman exclaims: “It costs so much to keep your honour, said the maid,/ That I’m glad I’m well rid of mine.”

In Bredero’s popular farce Spaanschen Brabanter (The Spanish Brabanter) of 1617, lively and lengthy dialogue among various male figures captures the vitality and centrality of neighbourhood gossip.

Harmen: They know something ill of everyone. It’s: “He was a womanizer; he a rogue; he a rake—
Tsk, tsk, but think, our Lobbich is the bride Of Harmen Gladmuyl—and his wife not one month dead!”
“Oh, don’t I know! Wasn’t Janny Stronx her bridesmaid!”
“Lord,” says Nellie, “Klassie Boelen is very worldly dressed.”
“Why, inmodest! Oh, uncouth! Oh, everything she owns, she wears! A silver keyring, a light blue dress, and what a shawl!” So says crazy Niesie, foul-faced and full of spite. You’d piss with laughing if you’d seen her.
“Child,” she’ll say, “she’s such a testy one—watch out for her: Such a gossip, such a rumour monger—can’t conceal a thing.”
In that she’d quite resemble Niesie. She tells more than she knows.

Floris Harmensz: Tell us, Andries, what news this morning? What’s happened yesterday or last night? Has anyone been arrested? Raped? Anyone disturbed the peace? Any vandalism? Smashed glass? You’re the one who always tries to hear things first. You were this morning on the bridge before the sun. And there you take the news out of its nest before it flies.

Andries: Well, foul-mouth Melis had his cheek cut yesterday, And our Jan was beat about his arse, And Dirk said to Elsie such ugly things That no dog would eat them— And then she’d throw them back at him, just as she’d caught ’em. That woman’s got the devil or his cousin in her tongue. Joost Dirkz left today to sail for Flanders, And left his brother Klaas to protect his wife. He shuts up the house just as he pleases, So that no stranger will enter by night.
Due to the crowded conditions in urban neighbourhoods, one did not have to look far or strain hard to eavesdrop on news. Communication flourished because residents lived next to, above, or below each other due to swelling populations. In the background of De Hooch’s *Man Handing a Letter to a Woman*, the narrow contiguous structures manifest the close proximity of households (see fig. 1). Amidst the wide range of neighbours' geographical origins, religions, professions, socioeconomic standing, and idiosyncratic peccadillos, gossip and conversation invigorated friendships. However, they also initiated antagonisms through accusations, defenses, alignments, and sympathies.

In all relations, street encounters with others played a significant role, as exhibited in the conversation shared by the two men in the background of De Hooch’s painting. Such street exchanges were especially essential for the middle and lower classes, which included waves of immigrants, who depended on communication with others. To maintain one’s respectable reputation, every action, especially by those socio-economically less fortunate, demanded transparency. At any given time, neighbours’ curiosity and nosiness made virtually everyone—the upper-middle class, middle class, and lower-class residents—vulnerable to scrutiny, intrusions, and judgement.  

Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century judicial proceedings, records of neighbourhood organizations, witness accounts, and farces attest to residents’ concerns. They provide colourful allusions to serious and frivolous aspects of life captured through encounters, eavesdropping, and gossip via various means. Residents intervened in each other’s lives to negotiate a conflict or to warn against wastefulness, shabby housekeeping, marital quarrels and abuse, cruelty, slander, fraud, thefts, territorial disputes due to crowding, drunkenness, throwing of knives or beer mugs, and so on. Punishment ranged from public ridicule or a modest fine, such as a ham, to temporary or permanent banishment from the neighbourhood, or some combination of these sanctions.

Police records describe some individuals as serendipitous witnesses to unsavoury events while they casually perused their neighbourhood street from inside their voorhuis. A mid-sixteenth-century police document, for example, details how an Utrecht resident served as a proactive witness to unruly behaviour within his neighbourhood. On December 22, 1555, Johan Hermansz. peered out at the street from his front room while he “leaned over his half-open door.” He recognized a known thief walking hastily to a house where the suspicious man handed over stolen property. Partly on the basis of Johan Hermansz.’s sworn testimony, the police arrested the residents of the house for fencing stolen goods.

Such witness testimony by neighbours continued throughout the seventeenth century. Several Amsterdam incidents that involved the painter Gabriel Metsu illustrate that artists of the pictures under discussion, like other residents, were familiar with the significant role neighbours played as witnesses. On July 19, 1657, for example, two neighbour women attested on Metsu’s behalf that they knew who had stolen some of the artist’s chickens: Cornelia Innevelt, 38 years old, and Aaltien Hendrix, 23 years old, both living on the Prinsengracht, near the brewery The Red Stag, declare at the request of Gabriel Metsu, also living there, that about six weeks ago Metsu complained to them that some

20. See the discussion below of Metsu’s Young Woman Reading a Letter, 1662–65 (fig. 8).
of his hens were missing from his coop, and that he did not know how that had happened. The witnesses had seen one of Metsu’s hens with a large comb they knew very well in the coop belonging to Abigael Ides, wife of Claes Goossen, a peat carrier, who lives in the house next to the witnesses. They declare that Metsu’s hen had been there for well over 3 weeks, but did not dare to tell him. When the neighbourhood talked this situation over, they have seen shortly after how the comb of Metsu’s hen was cut off in order to make it unrecognizable, while blood was running down its head.21

Also on July 19, 1657, two young neighbours of Metsu, “both living on the Prinsengracht near the brewery The Red Stag declare at the request of Gabriel Metsu, also living there” that they witnessed the terrible abuse of him by a peat carrier’s wife, who accused Metsu of being a “whore hopper.” On October 16, 1657, Metsu and four other neighbours of Claes Gosensz … attested upon his request that his wife had continually abused him, as well as some of the witnesses, and that she had sent him to prison. On November 26, 1660, Metsu and other neighbours declared at the request of two sisters (Immetge and Talda Alberts), who had been accused of being whores, that they “used to be their neighbours for one year, and that they have always perceived them as honest and pious women.”22

Although the playwright Mattheus Tengnagel stated in his Kluck van Frick in ‘t veur-huys (Farce of Frick in the house’s front room [voorhuis]) of 1642, “it is the greatest thievery to injure a person’s good name,” such damage was not limited to the individual.23 One’s honour or its loss had a reciprocal impact on the reputation of the entire neighbourhood. A man’s disreputable business practices and a woman’s untoward sexual experiences warranted neighbours’ harshest condemnation.24 Typically, those guilty of pre-marital sex, illegitimate pregnancy, infidelity, and spousal mistreatment were banished from the neighbourhood.25

Residents, for example, argued against those who had mistreated a married woman, their own spouse, or a mistress, which brought the most dishonour upon a neighbourhood. In 1682 in Delft, both a father and his daughter, whom he raped for three years, received lifetime exile from the neighbourhood. Those who testified on the daughter’s behalf included neighbours, relatives, and the father’s friend. They expressed their greatest distress over the neighbourhood’s resulting dishonour.26 For their redemption, accused or convicted residents depended on the social capital of honour, which they had accrued within the neighbourhood. With sufficient earned social capital, a neighbour benefited from the support of others, who might defend the accused, welcome him after a pardoned exile, or both.27

Additional paintings of curious, peering, and chatting figures in open doorways and beside open windows, to which I now turn, reference such neighbourhood social exchange in various ways. However, many of the judicial proceedings and records of neighbourhood organizations differ from the paintings in that the documents cite dishonourable behaviour. With artistic license, however, the scenes most often show neighbourhood social exchange in a positive light. They picture idealized paradigms and models on which neighbourhood conviviality and honour depended. In doing so, the paintings affirmed and perpetuated such mores, prompted discussion and perhaps evoking opinion about those values, or both.
De Hooch’s *Man Handing a Letter to a Woman* and other paintings with a view to the adjacent street most often describe a home’s *voorhuis*, that is, the public front entrance or reception room (see fig. 1). There, homeowners hosted visitors, including neighbours and extended family members. 

De Hooch’s *A Boy Bringing Bread* (ca. 1663) is also set in the *voorhuis* and includes both an open door and window with views of the neighbourhood. [fig. 3] The foreground door opens onto a courtyard and the archway in the middle ground reveals a canal flanked on both sides by a narrow street. In the background, a woman leans on the ledge of her half-open door, peers in the direction of the foreground interior, and casually observes the neighbourhood scene.

De Hooch underscores the contribution of the woman’s watchful eye to neighbourhood social exchange despite her small compositional footprint. He highlights her presence at the centre of three nesting and successively distant and smaller entryways: the foreground doorway, the courtyard’s archway, and the doorframe, which surrounds the far woman. Two-dimensionally, the three portals together visualy reverberate, which magnifies the significance of the distant woman’s presence in the neighbourhood’s social network.

The telescoped view formed by the three portals draws the beholder from the foreground domestic interior back into space where the small figure peers out from behind her door. From afar, she implicitly returns the gaze of the viewer while she also catches sight of the woman and boy in the foreground doorway. The distant figure makes clear that the expediency of gossip did not depend upon residents’ immediate proximity to each other.

Around mid-seventeenth century, the typical *voorhuis* extended across the front of a house’s main floor and faced the street. A short flight of steps that led from the walkway to the *voorhuis* front door provided the primary access to and from a residence. In his 1640 account of travels to the northern Netherlands, the Englishman Peter Mundy referred to the *voorhuis* as “the outer or street roome,” which underscores the perceived significance of its adjacency to the neighbourhood. Mundy’s comment appears amidst his description of expensive possessions, including paintings, in some households. Typically, middle- and upper-middle class residents displayed their most valuable pictures in the *voorhuis* where they admired and discussed them with family members, neighbours, and other visitors.

Seventeenth-century households at all but the lowest socioeconomic levels owned artwork. Paintings hung in approximately half of Amsterdam’s homes and two-thirds of those in Delft. The total number of pictures in households grew considerably over the century. Similar circumstances characterized Utrecht residences. Successful middle-class tradesmen, shop owners, and innkeepers owned pictures in varying sizes and values. In the wealthiest homes of merchants and regents, the number of paintings could exceed one hundred.

From within a *voorhuis*, neighbourhood scrutiny by women, in particular, received considerable attention in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Dutchish song lyrics, didactic texts, emblem books, and architectural treatises and designs. The writings make clear that the paintings with women beside open doors and windows reference long-lived social practice. Some voices belittled and others condemned such behaviour. Still others offered new

---


Figure 3. Pieter de Hooch, A Boy Bringing Bread, ca. 1663. Oil on canvas, 73.5 × 59 cm. London, The Wallace Collection. Photo: Wallace Collection, London, UK/Bridgeman Images.
means to facilitate the well-embedded custom. In combination, documentation attests to the societal ambivalence manifested by those who wished to halt such activities, helped to enable them, or curiously espoused both positions.

A Dutch farce, for example, showcases the colourful role played by women's gossip that could hinder or defend one's individual honour and, by association, that of one's neighbourhood. The play Warenar (Miser), 1616, by P.C. Hooft portrays gossip among women as their most favoured activity. The character Rijckert describes a social gathering of women in which they assume caricatured versions of male governmental roles. He observes: “they have four Mayors and the whole Council,/ Arranged so formally that you would not believe it./ Lijs Labbecax is the vice-schout [court official] and her niece the supreme schout/Wyb’rich acts as the Pensioner; what do you think?/ Reim’rich Kaeckels is Procurer and Niesje Neuswijs a herald.”

Criticism of women who specifically gazed from their voorhuis at the neighbourhood appeared in various literary forms, such as the writings of the moralist Jacob Cats. In his publication Houwelick (Marriage), 1625, and in emblem books, he addressed women's prescribed roles. Cats presumed rigid contrasts between the domestic sphere and the street, female and male domains, and the familiar and the strange that do not intersect or overlap. He concluded “the husband must be on the street to practice his trade/The wife must stay at home to be in the kitchen.” Cats further admonished women who dallied beside an open door or window. He wrote, “Yes, door and window, above all,/ They do quite a bit of harm as well,/ Thou, if you want to be of good praise,/ Stay at home, that is the (virgin) maiden’s court.”

However, such patriarchal strictures on marriage and family life, which Cats and religious and political elites championed, did not necessarily have the intended effect on their own households or those of any other population. Patriarchal authority that dictated women’s household roles, as well as wives’ subservience to their husbands, did not dominate all early modern Protestant (and Catholic) marriages. Conclusions to the contrary result from a focus on cultural history with an outsized emphasis on the concerns of elite men, rather than on social history with a focus on female perspectives.

Despite rebuke by some, the popular habit of perusal of street activity from the voorhuis did not abate. In 1720, a resident of Medemblik in Northern Holland observed that the neighbours “these days are always at their doors and windows” and it is difficult not to encounter each other. Sometime after 1769, Leiden professor Jan le Francq van Berkheij similarly remarked: “An empty carriage with six horses is capable of making all of the looms and spinning wheels come to a standstill and a bearded High German Jew wearing a tabard entices all of the neighbourhood women to look outside [at him].”

In contrast to moralists, Simon Stevin’s architectural designs for middle-class houses took an ambivalent stance with regard to women peering at street activities from their voorhuis. Stevin, a Fleming who lived and worked in Holland, wrote his architectural treatise between 1594 and 1605. In 1649, his son published the designs and commentary. On the one hand, Stevin’s text acknowledges “men who do not want their wife or daughters to sit in the windows to be seen and called at by people passing in the street.” In response to...
that sentiment, he designed some architectural elements that precluded such scrutiny. On the other hand, he also conceived of architectural elements that would facilitate a resident’s gaze from the voorhuis.

Stevin advised, for example, that windows be situated high enough on a house façade so that one could observe street activities without being seen by passersby.\footnote{De Mare, “The Domestic Boundary,” 120.} He recommended that

the bottom of the vaulting [of a house cellar] be about two and a half or two feet above street level, partly to allow light to enter the cellars, partly because the rooms built above them will be so high that it would be impossible for someone on the street to see what was going on inside: nevertheless, the person in the room could see what was happening in the street.\footnote{Stevin, Materiae Politicae, Section 2.5: 96, in “De Huysbou,” 254–55. Translation assistance from Allard Jongman.}

Stevin also advised that shutters and iron bars should not impede a view of the neighbourhood. Shutters should not open to the side nor should iron bars cover lower windows, which would inhibit a resident from sticking one’s head out to look to the left, right, straight ahead, or down at passersby and activities on the street.\footnote{De Mare, “Domestic Boundary,” 120; Stevin, Materiae Politicae, Section 3.2:121, 123, in “De Huysbou,” 260–65.}

Additionally, Stevin described specifications for a keyckveinster (viewing window) that facilitated a resident’s ability to see outside without being seen. The window protected residents’ privacy and honour, and thereby played a significant role in neighbourhood social exchange. He wrote,

Viewing windows, if designed properly, are highly convenient. Firstly, to look through in different directions without being seen, to the right and left as well as down and straight ahead. It is useful when a person knocks, for example, to see who it is before letting them in, and if necessary to reflect on how to respond to the person who is knocking. In addition, a person can look out in rainy weather without getting wet, or in windy and freezing weather without the room getting cold, which is true of other windows that have to be opened.\footnote{Stevin, Materiae Politicae, Section 3.4: 124–25, in “De Huysbou,” 266–67. Translation assistance from Allard Jongman.}

Stevin’s designs and engaging advice about shutters, iron bars, and the keyckveinster convey his firsthand experience with the challenges and opportunities of social exchange at a voorhuis threshold.

**The Voorhuis Entrance: the “Street Door”**

The voorhuis front door had a significant function in domestic-interior paintings and in the interdependent well-being of an actual household and its neighbourhood. Between a domestic front room and the street, visual and verbal communication could easily take place through a doorway, which typically opened into the voorhuis without an intervening hallway. Daniël van Breen, an early seventeenth-century Amsterdam architect, described the voorhuis front door as the “street door.”\footnote{Gemeente Archief, Amsterdam, Top. Atlas. Cited in: C. Willeijn Jock, ed., Het Nederlandsche Interieur in Beeld 1600–1900 (Zwolle: Waanders Uitgeverij, 2001), 24–25.} His designation, like Peter Mundy’s description of the voorhuis as “the outer or street roome,” emphasizes the door’s ready access to the street.

The voorhuis front door took the form of either a single plank or what is now called a Dutch door, which was divided into independently moving upper and lower sections, as seen in Pieter de Hooch’s *A Boy Bringing Bread* and *The Mother*, ca. 1661–63 (see fig. 3). | fig. 4 | In the latter, the child’s gaze out the door calls the beholder’s attention to the sunny neighbourhood. Filtered light reveals a kindly mother whose domestic duties coexist with the child’s interest in the street.
Figure 5. Pieter de Hooch, The Messenger, ca. 1668–70. Oil on canvas on panel, 57 × 53 cm. Hamburg, Hamburger Kunsthalle. Photo: Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg, Germany/Bridgeman Images.
Figure 6. Jacob Ochtervelt, The Cherry Seller, ca. 1668–69. Oil on canvas, 78 × 62.9 cm. Antwerp, Museum Mayer van den Bergh, MMB.1545. Photo: Michel Wuyts.
Developed in the early seventeenth century, the two parts of a Dutch door could be fastened together to function as one unit. Alternatively, the upper section could swing open above a closed bottom half or both sections could swing open. An open upper half of a Dutch door afforded additional illumination of a room, as well as access to neighbourhood conversation on both sides of the threshold. At the same time, a closed lower half of the door blocked unexpected visitors. Typically during the summer, the top half of a Dutch door remained open. However, even in winter, neighbours watched passers-by on occasion as they sat in their voorhuis with the door’s top half open, which speaks to the extent of such curiosity.

In some domestic-interior paintings, a passerby enters the voorhuis front doorway and signals the easy flow between neighbourhood and household. In De Hooch’s The Messenger (ca. 1668–70), for example, a woman in an elegant dress awaits the final step in the delivery of a letter by the stylish male figure in mid-stride. The shadowed interior side of the entryway frames and, thereby, highlights the sunny cobbled road, canal, and housefronts seen just outside. The highly saturated colour and sheen of the figures’ garments contribute to the vibrancy of the encounter. Expectancy, immediacy, and purpose characterize the scene.

In Jacob Ochtervelt’s The Cherry Seller (ca. 1668–69) a female vendor appears just outside the voorhuis open doorway, which reveals the street. The household’s mother, child, and maid receive the woman at the Dutch door. The illuminated area on the voorhuis floor adjoins the sunny stoop and highlights the smooth transition between the domestic interior and the street. On either side of the doorway, the maid and the lady of the house bracket the vendor. The interaction of the three women attests to the social exchange between household and neighbourhood.

Just beyond the vendor, a well-dressed couple on the street observes the threshold activity and peers through the voorhuis doorway. The socioeconomic diversity of the figures in Ochtervelt’s painting, including the vendor and the elegant passersby, exemplifies the full gamut of membership in an actual neighbourhood. Residents typically welcomed the attention of neighbours, as pictured in The Cherry Seller. Seen from the street, the voorhuis functioned as a private display for public scrutiny. Through an open door or window, passers-by could admire the array of furnishings inside that created an aura of gezelligheid or comfort. A showcase of a householder’s voorhuis could engender admiration from, and approval by strolling neighbours.

Travellers’ chronicles noted such displays. In his 1640 journal, Peter Mundy described the typical contents of the voorhuis as “with costly peeces.... Full off pleasure and home contentment, as Ritche Cupboards, Cabinetts, etts., Imagery, porcelainae, Costly Fine cages with birds, etts.; all these commonly in any house of indifferent quallity ; wonderfull Nett and cleane.” In 1653, the English traveller Robert Bargrave observed that Dutch houses were “so superstitionnously neat, as is fitter for sight then use.”

In the paintings under discussion, individuals near or within open voorhuis doorways put an amiable face—literally and figuratively—on the interrelationship between home and neighbourhood. The figures who peer outdoors through a household entrance, or stride or gaze inside from the street pictorially reinforce the social exchange inherent in neighbourhood social control.
The Voorhuis Window

In Jacobus Vrel’s characteristically humble scene, *Woman at the Window* (1654), the middle-class figure—framed by the multi-paned windows and illuminated by sunshine—maintains the composition’s focus. [Fig. 7] Seen from the back as she peers out the window, the full curves of her garb define her ample presence. She leans out the open window and surveys the street. Extended just beyond the window frame, the back of the woman’s head and her forearms at rest on the sill signal the ready flow between domestic life and the neighbourhood. Angles created by the contours of certain elements lead the viewer’s eye to the peering woman and emphasize the centrality of her endeavour.

Vrel highlights the unusually tall windows—echoed by the painting’s own vertical dimensions—that mark the transition and visual access between interior and neighbourhood. The windows sparkle with light that creates a comparably sized reflection on the left wall. The space vacated by the single open panel frames and highlights a partial view of another window edged by a shutter in the building across the way. The uneven shading on that window’s surface suggests that a neighbouring curious resident may also peer outside, but from behind closed panes.

On the left, a man’s hat hangs above a rack curved in the suggestive shape of shoulders from which hangs a cloak. Below those garments appear the only signature and date in Vrel’s oeuvre. His inscribed name juxtaposed with the male garb whimsically suggests his own figurative presence and engagement with neighbourhood social exchange signaled by the preoccupied woman.

Like front doors, *voorhuis* windows afforded street views that generated chatter and perpetually connected a household with its neighbourhood. A 1684 Amsterdam inventory of possessions of the wealthy Jacob Trip reveals a lack of curtains on his home’s first-floor windows that invited easy visual access out of the house. Similarly, in 1709 some of the street-facing windows in the Amsterdam residence of the esteemed Jan Six family lacked curtains. 49

On the main floor of a home, “cross-windows” typically faced the street, as seen in paintings by De Hooch’s *Man Handing a Letter to a Woman* and *A Boy Bringing Bread*, and Vrel’s *Woman at the Window* (see figs. 1, 3, 7). They derived their name from their design, which divided the window with a cross bar into an upper section with two fixed glass panels and a lower section with two hinged panes, which opened inward. Light provided illumination of a room through the closed upper windows and fresh air could enter through lower panes when open. 50

Some residents suspended full-length curtains over the windows. Alternatively, on the bottom half of main floor, street facing cross-windows, some
Figure 8. Gabriel Metsu, Young Woman Reading a Letter, 1662–65. Oil on canvas, 52.5 × 40.2 cm. Dublin, National Gallery of Ireland. Photo: © Whiteimages/Bridgeman Images.

Figure 9. Nicolaes Maes, The Virtuous Woman, ca. 1655. Oil on panel, 74.7 × 60.5 cm. London, Wallace Collection. Photo: Wallace Collection, London, UK/Bridgeman Images.
households hung either double curtains on the interior or shutters on the exterior, which left the windows’ top half uncovered, as seen in De Hooch’s *A Boy Bringing Bread* (see fig. 3). The bottom curtains or shutters could be opened, partially opened, or closed. Curtains and shutters provided protection from the peering glances of passersby, when undesirable.\(^{51}\) The vast majority of paintings, however, showcase uncovered street-side windows.

Various *voorhuis* furnishings and architectural designs facilitated neighbourhood scrutiny by a resident through a window. They include a raised platform, identified as either a *zoldertje* (little loft) or *vlanderdtje* (little platform), that supported a chair placed beside a window. Used exclusively in the *voorhuis*, the platforms provided the adequate height to see street activities and they insulated the sitter from the cold floor.\(^{52}\)

Sometimes placed beside a door or fireplace in actual daily practice, a *zoldertje* in paintings almost always appears adjacent to a window, as seen in Gabriel Metsu’s *Young Woman Reading a Letter* (1662–65) and paintings by De Hooch (see figs. 1, 3).\(^{53}\) | fig. 8 | Seated on such a structure, a woman receives or reads a letter, sews or performs similar handwork, or finds herself absorbed in other domestic activities. The figure’s specific location speaks to her curiosity about neighbourhood activity.

In Metsu’s *Woman Reading a Letter*, the elegance of her dress and the fine accoutrements of the room make clear that upper-middle as well as middle-class residents spotted neighbourhood goings-on through a *voorhuis* window. Several elements contribute to a theme of curiosity and scrutiny, including the platform and chair beside the window. The mirror that hangs at an angle on the wall perpendicular to the street also affords neighbourhood news. Without detection by passersby, a householder could see activity just outside her window in the mirror’s reflection.\(^{54}\) The theme of curiosity and scrutiny continues in the seated woman’s perusal of her letter, the maid’s inspection of the seascape, and the small dog’s fixed study of the latter woman.

In other pictures, figures peer from the street through an open *voorhuis* window into domestic interiors. In Nicolaes Maes’ *The Virtuous Woman* (ca. 1655) a child standing outdoors gazes through and raps on the window to gain the attention of the woman inside, who appears amused. | fig. 9 | Through the windows on the left and in the background on the right, the façade of a house and a church spire reference the neighbourhood environs. Seated on a *zoldertje*, the smiling woman looks out at the viewer. With her slightly open hand extended in the child’s direction, she appears to call to the beholder’s attention the whimsical encounter that interrupts her needlework.

In some paintings, a nosy neighbour peers through a distant open window in the direction of the foreground activity. In Jan Steen’s *The Dissolute Household* (ca. 1661–64), as in the background of De Hooch’s *Man Handing a Letter to a Woman and A Boy Bringing Bread*, a small, half-length figure looks out of a window in an adjacent structure (see figs. 1, 3). | fig. 10 | He surveys the street below and the revellers through their interior window. The neighbour’s gaze, directed from the background to the foreground, bridges and unifies the space.

Such distant onlookers range in size from small, but readily visible, to so tiny that the viewer’s initial perusal overlooks them. The diminutive scale of a distant gawking neighbour, however, does not minimize their vital role in the

---

scene. Rather, the figure’s small size captures the inconspicuous presence they wish to maintain as an unobserved observer. A viewer’s circuitous (in time and space) discovery of the small onlooker mimics the random and meandering detection of actual neighbourhood gossip. The eventual sighting of the individual in the window results from the beholder’s own roaming curiosity, which mirrors that of the distant neighbour.

In Steen’s *Dissolute Household*, the small background figure escapes the attention of the foreground merrymakers. Antithetical to neighbourhood mores, they comically display wanton behaviour amidst clutter that typifies many of Steen’s paintings. A smiling seated man, who may be the artist himself, indiscreetly extends his leg onto the lap of the woman wearing a satin skirt and a fur-trimmed jacket that reveals her ample breasts. On the table, a woman has fallen asleep presumably due to hearty drinking. Beside her, a child takes money from her purse. A monkey playing with clock chains further suggests a world turned upside down.

The comic inversion of traditional social mores in Steen’s scene actually reinforces them. The inclusion of the background gawking neighbour who may spot the foreground revellers contributes to that interpretation. He might convey to other residents what he has observed. Such stares and chatter fired the ebb and flow of the neighbourhood’s honour.

The domestic architectural designs and furnishings intended to facilitate views from inside a *voorhuis* accommodated the penchant for glimpses and glances, which fueled gossip in neighbourhoods. A Dutch door and a *zolder-tje* beside a window afforded views of the street. An angled mirror allowed surreptitious perusal of neighbourhood activity. An architectural design that heightened the position of housefront windows afforded furtive street views. Other window designs for iron bars and shutters ensured unobstructed eyeing of street activity. A *keyckveinster* allowed for undetected identification of a visitor on the stoop. Such designs and fixtures speak to the welcome and unwelcome social exchange between home and street, which was vital to the social control of neighbourhoods. In all of the paintings examined in this study, the view through an open door or window signifies the fluid discourse between home and neighbourhood, rather than a finite boundary.

The relatively large number of such scenes attests to their market demand. That popularity, in turn, reflected a widespread affirmation of neighbourhood life at the intersection of home and street that the paintings showcase. Most often, the domestic-interior pictures present a pristine view of residents’ social exchange with the adjacent street that conformed with the ideals touted by neighbourhood regulations. These paintings therefore offered exempla of neighbourhood discourse at the same time the scenes affirmed and perpetuated the tenets and authority of neighbourhood organizations. Although art historical studies of domestic scenes have typically focused on the foreground figures, views through open doors and windows broaden the perspective literally and figuratively. As such, the pictures raise compelling interpretive questions within the context of the neighbourhood, which embraced both home and street. ¶